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This paper is concerned with the average number of nodes in certain families of 
subtrees of a tree. It is shown that this average increases when the underlying tree is 
enlarged and decreases if the family itself is enlarged within the same underlying 
tree. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper T will denote a tree (connected, acyclic, undirected 
graph) on 1 TI nodes, the order of T. In [ 3 ] the average number M, of nodes 
in the nonempty subtrees of T was investigated and shown to be minimized 
(for a given order) precisely when T is a path. Along the way to this result, it 
was shown that if S is any proper subtree of T, then MS < Mr. The objective 
here is to extend this monotonicity result. For example, it will be shown that 
MS < M, still holds when S is obtained from T by edge contraction rather 
than vertex deletion. 
Although this monotonicity result is what one would naively expect, it 
does not seem to follow from any simple general principle. Perhaps even 
more surprising (heuristically) than the fact that monotonicity holds for 
mean subtree order is the fact that it does not hold (in general) for analogous 
means in some closely related structures, such as ordered sets and convex 
sets [4]. A simple example involving trees will highlight the difftculties. 
Let D, denote the average number of edges in the subpaths of T. Thus D, 
is the average distance between nodes of T, an invariant investigated by 
Doyle and Graver [ 11, and having architectural applications. Naively, one 
might at first guess that if we pass to a subtree, say S of T, the average 
distance will decrease. But a moment’s reflection reveals that if S is obtained 
by removing “centrally located” nodes of T, the average distance may go up. 
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Indeed, let T be the tree formed by adjoining a pendant node p to the center 
of a path of 2t + 1 nodes. Then D, = 2t/3 - O(l), whereas the average path 
containing p has length only t/2 + O(1). Deleting p (or equivalently, 
contracting its pendant edge) will destroy a class of paths whose mean length 
is below average. Hence their removal will result in an increase of the 
average distance (in this case, to 2t/3). 
This example illustrates the importance of the relation of the local mean 
(of all paths containing p) to the global mean (of all paths in T). This is a 
critical link in the monotonicity results, and consequently local means will 
be considered in some detail. 
2. MONOTONICITY OF THE LOCAL MEANS 
If S is a nonempty subtree of T, let Q(T; S) (resp., g(T; S)) denote the 
family of all subtrees of T which contain all (resp., at least one) of the nodes 
in S, and let pT(S) (resp., v=(S)) denote the average number of nodes in a 
subtree in F(T, S) (resp., g(T, S)). The means p,(S) and vT(S) will be 
called local means. In [3] the following monotonicity results were 
established: 
,+(S) < ,uT(S) for all trees S G T’ c T, P-1) 
,q.(S’) < ,+(S) for all trees S’ c S c T. (2.2) 
The goal here is to prove the analogous results for the disjunctive local 
means v,(S). The main tool is the simple fact that if a population is divided 
into subpopulations, then its mean is an average of the means over the 
subpopulations. Explicitly, if & and 9 denote disjoint families of sets, their 
union will be denoted by d + 9. Letting &J) denote the average 
cardinality of the sets in -oP, etc., one has 
,u(& + 9) is a convex combination of p(M) and &9?). (2.3) 
Indeed, if A contains a sets and B contains b sets, then ,u(J/ + 55’) = 
Ma + b)) 4~4 + @Aa + b)S PW. 
2.4. THEOREM. For any tree T, 
(i) v,,(S) < vT(S)for all subtrees S c T’ c T, and 
(ii) v&Y) > v,(S)fir all subtrees S’ c S G T. 
ProoJ The argument proceeds by induction, using the auxillary fact: 
(iii) if S c T and q & S is adjacent to some node p in S, and Q is the 
component containing q when the edge p4 is cut, then v,(S) > pp(q). 
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Let I(k) (resp., II(k) and III(k)) be the proposition that (i) (resp., (ii) and 
(iii)) holds for all S with ] S] < k and all possible choices of the other 
parameters. Note that for a single node p, the means pu,(p) and vT(p) are 
identical since the families defining them trivially coincide. Thus for 
S = {p), (i) is a special case of (2.1). For 1 SJ = 1, (ii) holds vacuously and 
(iii) follows from Theorem 3.2d in [3]. Thus I(l), II(l), and III(l) hold. The 
theorem will then follow by induction from the three implications below: 
(A) II(k) + I(k); 
(B) II(k) and III(k) -+ II(k + 1); 
(C) I(k + 1) and II(k) and III(k) -+ III(k + 1). 
Proof of (A). It suffices to show this when T’ = fle for some endnode e, 
since any subtree can be obtained by a sequence of endnode deletions. Let f 
be the node of S nearest to e, and let P be the path from e toJ: Any subtree 
that meets S and contains e must also contain f and hence the path P. Thus 
partitioning the subtrees that meet S into those missing e and those 
containing e, we have 
g(T; S) = 9(T’; S) + F(T; P). 
Now by II(k) and (2.2), we get v,(S)< v,(f)=,+(f) <P,(P). Whence by 
(2.3), v,(S) > vT,(S) as desired. 
Proof of (B). Let ] S ] = k + 1, and let q be an endnode of S not in S’, 
and set R = S\q. Then 1 R I= k and q is adjacent to some node p in R. Let Q 
be the component containing q when p-q is cut. Then any subtree that meets 
S only in q will necessarily lie inside Q. Thus dividing the subtrees meeting 
S according to whether they meet S only in q or not yields 
g(T; S) = 5F(Q; q) + G’(T; R). 
By III(k), t+.(R) > pa(q) so that v,(R) > vT(S) by (2.3). By II(k), 
v,(S’) > vT(R) since S’ s R by choice of q, so uT(S’) > vT(S) as desired. 
Proof of (C). Given the situation described in (iii) with ] S] = k + 1, let 
T’ be the subtree S U Q of T. Since rT,(S) < v7(S) by I(k + I), it suffices to 
show that pQ(q) < v,,(S). 
Let e be an endnode of S other than p. Then e is also an endnode of T’. 
Let S’ = S\e and T” = T’\e. Since a subtree meeting S either contains e or 
not, we have 
@(T’; S) = GY(T’; e) + !3(T”; S’). 
Letting f denote the unique neighbor of e in S, we have p,,(e) > &(f) by 
Theorem 3.2d of [3] and ,+,(f) > V&S’) by II(k). Thus it follows from 
(2.3) that v,,(S) > v&S’). But by III(k), v,,,(S’) > pus(q) so we are done. m 
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3. LIMITATIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
It is natural to wonder if the results of the last section may extend to more 
general families of subtrees. Particularly, do the inequalities of Theorem 2.4 
still hold if S’ and S are allowed to be arbitrary subsets of nodes rather than 
restricted to be subtrees? (Note that in (2.1) and (2.2) there is no loss of 
generality in assuming S’ and S are connected.) If the ambient tree T is 
sufficiently restricted, e.g., if T is a path or a star, then Theorem 2.4 does 
hold without restriction on S. However, as the following example illustrates, 
this is not the case in general. 
An (s, t)-wand is the tree formed by joining one endnode of a path on t 
nodes to the center of a star K,,$, for a total of it = t + s + 1 nodes. Let q be 
a node in the middle of the “handle” and let p be an endnode in the star. Let 
T’ be an (s, t)-wand and T the tree obtained by adjoining a pendant node to 
p. Take S = {p, q} and S’ = {p}. Setting t = s* and letting s + co, one 
obtains the counterexamples: 
T’ c T but v,,(S) > v,(S), (3.1) 
S’CS but r&S’) < v,<(S). (3.2) 
The precise limits of the validity of Theorem 2.4 with S arbitrary remain to 
be determined. 
This raises the question of what properties of the families V and g are 
responsible for the monotonicity. A proper answer, of course, must be sought 
in a more abstract setting. Nonetheless, the characterization below may at 
least suggest one avenue to pursue. Although it does not lead to a new proof 
of the results, it does permit inequality (2.2) and Theorem 2.4ii to be 
combined into a single expression Theorem 3.4. (A similar combination of 
(2.1) and Theorem 2.4i is possible in terms of restrictions of filters to 
subtrees.) 
A family .F of nonempty subtrees of a tree T will be called a filter of 
subtrees provided 
(Fl) ifSEXandSzS’forsomesubtreeS’ofTthenS’E9. 
(F2) if S and S’ are in X and S n S’ # 0 then S n S’ E Sr. 
3.3. THEOREM. .iT is a filter of subtrees of T ~fl;T has the form O(T; S) 
or 69(T: S) for some subtree S of T. 
Proof: $Y(T, S) is obviously a filter. To see that 5?(T, S) is a filter, it 
need be shown that if A and B are subtrees meeting S and A n B # 0, then 
A f? B n S # 0. But this is just the well-known Helly property of trees [2]. 
Conversely, let F be a filter, and let J consist of the inclusion minimal 
subtrees of .F. Suppose S E J and (S ( > 1. Let R be any other subtree in 
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X. If R does not contain S, then S n R = 0 since otherwise S n R would be 
in 7, contrary to the minimality of S. Now let p be the nearest point of S to 
R. Joining p to R by a shortest path yields the subtree Q which is the 
smallest subtree containing both p and R. But then Q E 5 by (Fl), so 
{ p} = S f7 Q belongs to ST by (F2), again contradicting the minimality of S. 
Therefore, if M contains a subtree S on two or more nodes, it is the unique 
minimal subtree of .F and .F = ‘GY(T, S). 
Hence we may suppose all subtrees in M are single nodes. Let S be the 
set of all these nodes. Suppose p and q are in S and x is a node on the path 
joining them. Then the paths P from p to x and Q from x to q are both in jr 
by (Fl), and thus {x} = Pn Q is also in ST by (F2). Whence S contains the 
path between each pair of its nodes, so it is a subtree. It is clear that 
.F=ca(T;S). I 
SiY(T; S) (resp., g(T; S)) will be called the conjunctive (resp., disjunctive) 
filter over S in T. The inequalities (2.2) and Theorem 2.4ii may now be 
combined as follows. 
3.4. THEOREM. If Sr’ c.F are filters of subtrees of a tree T, then 
/4X’) > ‘w-1. 
Proof: This follows from (2.2) (resp., Theorem 2.4ii) if jT’ and jr are 
both conjunctive (resp., disjunctive). If X’ = Q(T; S’) and jT = 9(T; S), 
then S’ must meet S in at least one node, say p. Then 
with at least one inequality strict since Y’ #ST. Since G(T, S’) G ‘Z(T, S) 
can occur only in the trivial case that S’ = S and S is singleton, the proof is 
complete. I 
A family ST satisfying only the upward hereditary condition (Fl) is an 
up-family. Example(3.2) shows that the requirement in Theorem 3.4 that X 
and Sr’ be filters cannot in general be relaxed. In fact, it is easy to exhibit in 
any tree with n > 3 a pair of up-families ST’ c Z with p(Sr’) < p(F). In 
spite of this, the following question and its corollary remain unresolved. In 
any tree T, is it true that ,u(%) > p(F) f or any up-family of subtrees P and 
any filter ST which contains P? In particular, does cl(%) > M, hold for 
every up-family %? 
4. VARIATION IN THE MEANS 
In Theorem 4.5 of [3] it was shown that 
P?-(S) <r,w> + (ISI - IS’W (4-l) 
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for subtrees S’ E S E T. We now establish the analogue for disjunctive 
means. 
4.2. THEOREM. If S’ c S are subtrees of T, then 
VT(S) > v,w - (I Sl - IS’ In 
ProoJ It suffices to prove this in case S’ = S\q for some endnode q of S; 
the general result will then follow by transitivity and induction. Let p be the 
unique neighbor of q in S, and let Q (resp. P) be the component containing q 
(resp., p) when the edge p-q is cut in T. 
We begin with the case S’ = (p}. Let A, B, C denote the number of trees 
in the families @Y(P;p), %‘(Q; q), and ff?(T,p, q), respectively, and let U, V, 
W denote the sums of the cardinalities of the trees in these three families. 
Any subtree of T containing both p and q is a union of some subtree of P 
containing p with some subtree of Q containing q. Thus C = AB and 
W = AV+ BU. Since a subtree containing p either lies wholly in P or also 
contains q, 
U+W U+AV+BU=E V 




VA P, 4) = 
U+ V+AV+BU U+V+AV+BU- U I V 
> (1 +A)(1 tB) 
. 
A+B+AB 1tA 1tB 
Subtracting, we obtain 
i&p) - GP, q) < U/A - U/(1 + A) = U/(A(l +A)). 
This last quantity is at most f by Theorem 2.2~ of [3] applied to the node p 
in tree P. Thus we have shown v,(p, q) > vT(p) - 4 as desired. 
Now let S’ be a subtree of arbitrary size, and for brevity set 
a = P&h P = k(P); y = v&3’). 
Since g(T;p, q) =Q(T;p) + GF(Q; q), by (2.3) we may write 
vT(p, q) = La + (1 -1)/I, where Iz is the proportion of trees in a(T,p, q) 
that come from GF(Q; q). Thus 
4~) - v,(P, 4) = AGo - a) 
and, as shown above, this is <+. Similarly, since g(T; S) = @(T; S’) t 
‘G%‘(Q; q) we may write 
v,(S’) - v,(S) = A’(y - a), 
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where A’ is the proportion of trees in g(T, S) that come from g(Q; q). Since 
GP(T, S) contains g(P,p, q), it follows that A’ < A. Moreover, p > y by 
Theorem 2.4ii. Thus, 
A’(y - a) < n(p - a) < 4 
as desired. I 
These results lead to the following relations between the order, the global 
mean, and the local means of a tree. (In [3], parts (i) and (ii) were proved by 
other means.) 
4.3. COROLLARY. For any node p in a tree T, 
(0 (I TI + 1)/Z G PAP>, 
6) MT <h(P), 
(iii) PAP) < M, + (I TI - 1)/2. 
Proof. These follow from (4.1), Theorem 2.4ii, and Theorem 4.2, respec- 
tively, by setting S’ = {p}, S = T, and noting that pT(T) = 1 TI and 
VT(T) =M,. I 
5. CONTRACTION MONOTONICITY 
Let us now consider the contraction T* of tree T formed by contracting an 
edge p-q of T. That is, p and q are identified to form a single new vertex r. 
For any subtree S of T, let S* denote the image of S in T* under the 
contraction. Of course, if S contains neither p nor q, it will remain 
unchanged. If S contains both p and q, then in the contraction every subtree 
containing S will lose one node; thus 
PT*(S*) =Pr(S> - 1 ifp, q E S. (5-l) 
The goal now is to establish the following inequality of which the above 
relation yields a very special case. 
5.2. THEOREM. If T* is formed by contracting an edge p-q of T, then for 
any subtree S of T, 
(0 ,Ms*) < PAS)~ and 
(ii) v,,(S*) < v,(S). 
For the proof, it is desirable to have available some refinements of the 
preceding techniques. For any subtree S of T, let &(S; x) (resp., v/=(S; x)) 
denote the ordinary generating function for Q(T; S) (resp., B(T; S)). That 
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is, the coeffkient of xk in &.(S; x) (resp., wT(S; x)) is the number of k node 
subtrees of T which contain S (resp., meet S). Thus, the local means are 
given by the logarithmic derivatives 
PAS) = MS; l)ld,(S; 1); W) = VW; 1 )/v+(S; 1). 
For any polynomial f(x) with f( 1) > 0, let M(f) =f’( l)/‘( 1). The following 
generalizes (2.3) to allow the possibility of negative coeffkients: 
5.3. LEMMA. If f and g are polynomials with f( 1) > 0 and g( 1) > 0, then 
M(f+ g) is a convex combination of M(f) and M(g). 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We commence with the more challenging 
disjunctive case (ii). There are three subcases, depending on whether both, 
one, or none of p and q belong to S, but the basic argument is the same. 
Write 
v/r(S; x) = vIT*(s*; x) - a(x) + B(x), (5.4) 
where a(x) (resp., P(x)) enumerates the subtrees of T* (resp., T) that meet 
S” (resp., S) and also contain r (resp., either p or q). The identification of 
a(x) and p(x) will vary according to subcase, but in each instance we shall 
show that My) > M(a) and M(/3) > v,(S). 
Assume this has been done, and set 6 =/3 - a. By Lemma 5.3, since 
P= a + 6 and M(J) > M(a), we get M(6) > M(P). Thus M(/?) > v,(S) 
implies M(6) > vr.(S). But then by Lemma 5.3 applied to (5.4), we get 
v,(S) > +(S*) as desired. 
Subcase: p, q E S. Then a(x) = &(r; x) and /I(x) = wT(p, q; x). Thus by 
Theorem 4.2, (4. l), and (5. l), 
M.P> = GP, 4) > PAP) - f > PAP, 4) - 1 = Mr) = M(a) 
and by Theorem 2.4ii, M(/?) = vr(p, q) > vT(S) as desired. 
Subcase: p E S, q G? S. Again a(x) = &..(r; x) but p(x) = &(p; x), since 
any subtree meeting S and containing q must enter S through q’s neighbor p. 
Now by Theorem 2.4ii, M@) = ,a,(~) > ur(p, q) so the desired inequalities in 
this subcase follow from those above. 
Subcase: p 6G S, q 6Z S. Suppose p is the nearer of p and q to S, and let f 
be the closest point of S to p. Now if P is the path from f to p in T, then P* 
is the path from f to r in T*. Since any subtree meeting S and also 
containing p or q in T (r in T*) must exit S through f, we have 
a(x) = &(P*, x) and p(x) = $T(P; x). Thus by (4.1) and (5.1), 
M/9 = PAP) > lu,(p u 4) - 1 = ,h(P*> = M(a) 
and by (2.2) and Theorem 2.4ii, MQ3) =,u,(P) >,,a#) > u,(S) as desired. 
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It remains to treat the conjunctive case. Again there are three subcases. In 
the first (p, q E S), the result follows at once from (5.1). In the second 
(p E S; q 6Z S), we have by (5.1) and (4.1), 
PT*(S*) = PAS LJ 4) - 1 < P,(S) 
as required. 
The final subcase requires a modification of the preceding argument. In 
(5.4) replace w  by 4 and define a and p in terms of subtrees containing 
(rather than meeting) S* and S. The details, which follow closely along the 
lines of the third subcase above, are left to the reader. 1 
Taking S = T in Theorem 5.2ii, one obtains the following consequence: 
5.5. COROLLARY. If T* is obtained from T by contraction of edges of T, 
then M,, < M,. 
Since any subtree of T may be obtained by a sequence of endnode 
deletions, and since deleting an endnode is equivalent to contracting the 
pendant edge by which it is attached, the above monotonicity result for 
quotients generalizes the one in [3] for subtrees. 
It would be of considerable interest to have good bounds on how much the 
contraction of an edge of T decreases the global mean M, of T. This 
decrease can be arbitrarily large: if T consists of a long path with a single 
pendant edge attached at its center, contracting that pendant edge will 
decrease the global mean by roughly ] T]/18. Of greater interest is a lower 
bound. The conjecture below, if true, would yield a direct induction proof of 
the basic minimum M, > (I TI + 2)/3 established in [3]. 
5.6. Conjecture. If T* is formed from a tree T by contracting an edge of 
T, then M, > M,. + 5. 
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